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RESPONSE OF FAfft FArfILY LIVING EXrmIDI TURES 

TO FLUCTUATING INCC11.E 

Jam.es S •. ·lehrly * 
Purdue University 

BACKGROUND 

Consumption may be considered as the final goal of the whole economic 

process . Broadly considered, consumption >neans the converting of production 

into goods and services for human joy and living. The rural home may be 

conceived of as a consuming institution and the farin as a producing insti-

tution, and together they become a mode of living quite as much as a means 

of livelihood . On many f arms consumption expenditures are in competition 

with the expenditures for the requirements of production. Historically, 

most of the new capital in agriculture has been financed by farmers from 

t heir own incomes and savines .11 Capital formation in agriculture is 

heavily weighted by the time dimension. Fann families often accumulate 

much of their capital by a gradual incremental process .~ 

Thus the standards and habit of livine of farm families have an impor-

tant influence on the conditions under which f arin capital is accumulated . 

* The research for t his paper was part of a farm finance study at Purdue 
University under Project No . 987 . Helpful comments and suegestions have 
been received from J . H. Atkinson and G. E. Schuh. 
l/ Tostlebe, Alvin s ., Capital In Agriculture: Its Formation and Financing 
since 1870, Princeton University Press, 1957, p 19. 
y Raup, Philip H., 11Farrn Family Capital Accumulation and Invest111ent Process ", 
Capital and Credit Needs in a Changin~ Agr iculture, edited by E. L. Ba.um, 
et. al. , The Iowa State University Press, Ames, IoHa, 1961, pp 163- 176. 
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Capital accumulation requires an excess of production over consUl"lption. 

It is only when income is in excess of the amount necessary to maintain 

labor, management, and family replacements, and to achieve the currently 

socially acceptable level of family living, that capital accumulation can 

take place or debts incurred for capital expansion can be repaid .2/ 

Social writers emphasize that standards of livint; ares ocial forms of 

behavior, embracing not only consumption of the econorrd.c goods, but also 

the consumption or use of a wide range of non-mat erial elements. The pos-

sibilities of the standard of living for individual families are largely 

determined by the coTl1!Ilon standard of living, which i nposes a general li-Utation 

on the competition for the requirements of production . Certain groups of 

famil ies will delay some consumption until "the farm is paid for," or "until 

it can be afforded . " There appears to be some relat ionship between the 

distribution of the items of the budget and the position of the family on 

the social scale .l±/ 

Studies have shown quite low income elasticity of livinG expendH,ures • .2/ 

Undoubtedly, tms low ela st icity i s pa rtly due to the impervious demands 

for consumption goods arising from act ual physical needs . J-'owever, many 

estirnates are biased on the low side by t he method o.f tl'1e studi es. These 

studies have been based on cross sectional data, with very f ew considering 

data for more t han one year . Farm i ncomes are noted f or t heir variability. 

J/ Spitze, R. G. F. , "Determinants of Ca:!)i t al Formation", Capital and Credit 
Needs in a Changing Agriculture, F<l . E. L. Baum, et . al . , 22-23, The Iowa 
State University Press, Ames, Iowa, 1961. 
!±/ Kolb, John H., and Edmund de S. Bruner, A Study of Rural Society, Chapter 
17, "Standards of Livinz and t he 1l..m·l Ho'"te", 283-31 1, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1952; Katona, George, Phychological Analysis of Economic Behavior, 
McGraw Hill, New York, 1951, 160- 1; and Brady, Dorothy S . , 11Family Savings in 
Relation to Changes in the Level and Distribution of Income", Studies in 
Income and tlealth, VoJ.. . XV, 1~2, 101-130. 
5/ Cochran, ,/ . :I., ,,1' arm Family Budgets - A Moving Picturen, Review of 
Economics and Statistics, XX:IX, 3, Aug. , 1947, 189-198, and Longmore, T •. W., 
and C. C. Taylor, "Elasticities of Expenditures for Farm Family Living, 
Farm Production, and Savings, United States, 194611 , Journal of Farm Economics, 
XXXIII, 1, Feb. , 1951, 1-19. 
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In any year an individual's income will contaJn botb a permenent component 

and a transitory component .~ Families tend to base their consumption on 

the permanent component of their incomes. Low income groups will contain 

some families who have negative transitory components in income but who 

base their consumption expenditures on the expected perm.anent component 

which i s greater than their actual measured income. Conversely, high 

income groups will contain families with positive t ransitory income components 

who do not increase their consumpti on expenditures pr oportionately with 

their increased incomes . In addition, a random sample will contain some 

retired or semiretired peopl e who plan to dissave or disinvest to maintain 

their standard of living. Thi s situation is partially confinned by the 

typical pattern of expenditures greater than income in l ow income groups .11 

The pattern of family living expenditures may be consi dered as the sum 

of t wo separate expendit ure patterns: (1) the r elatively continuous expen

diture for food, clothing, shelter, and household expenses, and (2) the 

discrete expenditure for durable goods and emer cency situations • .§/ In-

vestigators have found relationships between the expenditures for durable 

goods and changes in i ncome • .2/ Thus, while the first category may be 

§/ The permanent component of a variabl e annual income may be desc r ibed 
as an "average" or 11trend 11 incorne which the family "expects" annually 
over a period of sever al years . The transitory component is the amount 
by which actual income exceeds or falls short of the "expected" income . 
11 Reid, Margaret G., and 11arilyn Dunsing, Effect of Variable l ncomes on 
Level of Income-Expendimre Curves of Farm Families, Review of Economics 
and St atistics, XXXVIII, 1, 90-95, Feb., 1956 . 
Y Fisher, Janet A., 11Income, Spending, and Saving Patterns of Consumer 
Unite in Different Age Gr oups", Studies in Income and Wealth, XV, 1952, 
75-102 . 
J) Deacon, Ruth E. , Study of Hethods for the Analysis of Famil..y Financial 
Ad,iustments from Year to Year, Memoir 347, Agricultural Experiment Stati on, 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 1957 . 
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inflexible, and emergencies no respecters of income siturti on, farm families 

can still be expected to vary their total living expenditures by timing 

their purchases of durable goods to coincide with the "good" years . To 

the extent that t liey do this, their ability to meet fixed obligations, 

such as debt repayments, will not be so seriously i mpared in a year of 

low income. 

Available published studies are of little help in det.erming the 

response of living expenses to income. Nearly all are concerned with 

cross-sectional data for a single year. Studies that classified families 

by change in income from the previous year, or on the basis of earning 

capacity, such as total assets or cows per farm, found a greater response 

of living expenditures to income than those studies that did not make such 

classifications.1Q/ 

Plotting data from two studies which used data from groups of families 

for a period of years gave some evidence that a relationship existed between 

family living expenditures and either gross or net income.11./ However, 

these studies had worlced with group averages which tended to cover up 

individual differences. Also, most of t he studies reviewed were more 

concerned with the permanent component of income, with some attempting to 

remove the effects of the transitory component. The interest in this study 

was on the effects of changes in the measured i ncome, including the transi-

tory component. 

After exploring the effects of different concepts. of income on estimates 

iQ/ Mack, Ruth P.> 11 The Direction of Change in Income and the Consumption 
Function", Review of Economics and Statistics, XXX, Nov. 1948, 239-258; 
and Kirkpatrick, E. L., P .. E. McNall, and M. L. Cowles, Farm Family Living 
in Wisconsin, Research Bulletin 114, Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Madison, Wisconsin, 1933 • 
..1l/ Freeman, ·Ruth Crawford, and Ruth E. Deacon, Family Cash Livin~ and 
Other Outlays as Related to Gross Cash Receipts, Bulletin 614, University of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, 1957, and Tompkins, William Ansel, The Effect of 
Income Changes on Farm and Family Expenditures of Selected Illinois Fann 
Families, M. S. Thesis, Univer sity of Illi nois, 1959. 
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of co11sumpt1on parameters Margaret Reid concJuded that it was unlikely 

that the variable annual income was the income farm families had in mind 

in deciding to spend or save. However, she felt that expenditures would 

vary in response to income partly because of the timing of the more costly 

purchases . She suggested a multivariate analysis, beginning with data on 

individual families, with gross receipts and farm operating expenses as 

independent variables, as a possible fruitful approach to expenditure 

estimation )2./ 

OBJECTIVE, DATA, AND PROCEDURE 

This study tested the hypothesis that family living expenditures vary 

in response to income fluctuations . The specific objective was to obtain a 

numerical estimate of the effect of variable income on current expenditures 

for family living. The estimate was made within the framework of "non-

economic" shifters of family living expenditures. 

The basic data for this investigation were from Home Account Record 

Summaries of selected Illinois farm families • .1.2/ A sample of 19 farm 

families was selected from the available Home Account Record Sum~aries 

Criteria of selection were families whose major income was from farming 

and for whom continuous records were available from 1949 through 1960. 

J.1/ Reid, Margaret G. , "Effect of Income Concept Upon Expenditure Curves 
of Farm Families", Studies in Income and Wealth, XV, 1952, 131-174. 
12/ The author wishes to express his appreciation to the Department of 
Home Economics, University of Illinois for the use of these records, 
especially to Dr. Janice M. Smith, Bead of Department, and Dr . Jean Mann 
Due, Economist and Research Associate in Family Economics, for making the 
records available and for helpful comments on the research; and to Miss 
Jeane L. Hafstrom, secretary, for her assistance in duplicating the records . 

The records are collected under Hatch Project 60-362 as part of the Illinois 
extension program in Family Economics. 
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The youngest fal'tlilies meeting these two criteria were selected for the 

sample . One year's data were discarded from each of two of the family 

records because of incomplete records. The final sample contained 226 

observations on 19 families over a period of 12 years. 

rtODEL 

The model for this study was a multivariate regression equation 

similar to that suggested by Reid. 'i'he following equation was estimated 

linear in logarithms . 

where: 

Y = Fal'tlily living expenditures 

x1 = Net income 

x
2 

= Number of years married 

x
3 

= Number of persons in household 

x
4 

= Index of prices paid by farmers for items of living 

and u = A stochastic error term with the usual statistical 
properties 

The logarithmic form automatically allows a diminishing effect of each 

variable and causes the effect of each variable to be dependent on the 

magnitudes of the others . If these features were incorporated into a 

polynomial equation the n·_tmber of te:rTils required would make the model 

very cumbersome. 

Perhaps many important variables determining the division of income 

between consumption and other expenditures or saving are psychological 

and sociological in nature, and are not quantifiable . But is was hypothesized 

that other variables which could be quantified were significant in detennining 

the disposition of income or indirectl y represented some of the non-quantifiable 

fact ors . 
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One of these f actors was the stage of the family as measured by the 

number of year married . Tabulations of dr;i:, ,.,_ from the lllinois Homo Accounts 

for 1959 and 1960 show patterns of consumption expenditures which appeared 

to be related to the number of years married .~/ An attempt was made to 

estimate t he extent to which family stage was a causal fact or in determining 

family living expendi tures by including number of years married as an 

independent variable in the equation . 

Obviously, one would expect some relationshi p between the number of 

persons dependent on a given income fo r their livelihood and t he amount of 

that income used for consumption expenditures . Since family living costs 

normally include a number of fixed costs which increase little or none as 

the size of family is increased a proportionate relationshi p would not be 

expected . This rai ses a question of whether t he mere counting of the 

number of persons in t he household i s a suitabl e measure of family size . 

Some investigators have attempted to cons t ruct an economic quanti-

f i cation of family size, such as Friedman ' s "Arnmain" (adult mal e maintenance 

unit) which gives e;ich family member a "measure of equivalence" based on 

sex and age .12./ In an analysis of these measures of equival ence Dr . Due 

found no consistent r elationship bet ween age and expendi tures when empirical 

data were tested for families with children in different age groups • .1§1 For 

dependency comparisons, Dr . Deacon f ound that the per capita unit appeared 

to be as satisfactory as the per annnain • .11/ 

jj/ Due, Jean Mann, Illinois Family Incomes and Expenditures, Extension 
Service in Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois, HEE 3718, 1959, pp 26- 27, and HEE 3723, 1960, pp 34-35 • 
.12/ Friedman, Milton, 11A Met hod of Comparing Incomes of Families Differing 
in Composition", Studies in Income and Wealth, Vol. 15, 1952, 9- 20. 
1!2J Due, J ean Mann, Appendix, Part 1, "Method of Comparing Incomes", Studies 
i n Income and Wealth, Vol . XV, 1952, 21-24 . 
11/ Deacon, Ruth E. , Study of Methods for the Analysis of Famil y Financial 
Adjustments f r om Year to Year, Memoir 347, Agricultural Experiment St ation, 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 1957 . 
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For this analysis the uni~ of measurement chosen was the number of 

persons in the household . It was assumed that the 11di"'1.inishing effect" 

property of the logarithmic equation adequately alloHed for the existance 

of the fixed costs in fa"lily livin[ expendit11res . 

Since the analysis covered a period of years in which prices chenged 

quite rapidly, some recognition had to be ziven to the effects of price 

changes . The ~ethod used was to enter the index of prices paid by farmers 

for items of livinr as one of the variables .W Thi s metbod was used, 

rather than deflatine ty the price index, to make the esti~1ates suitable 

for use in a farm finance study which was in current dollar terms . 

1!V It is recognized tha c this price series has some limitations as a 
measure of the cost of living. The index i s subjecG to the usual sampling 
and clerical errors co'ltmon to any statistical series . In addition, the 
index is for an average of th0 purchases of farmers in the Unit~d States 
rather than for the specific bundle of goods and services purchased by 
the families in the sample . Also, thG bundle of goods and services does 
not remain constant, but is changed as far'"'l f a"'l.ily buyinc habits c:,anee . 
A change in the index may be the result of either a change in price or a 
change in the goods and services included in the rundle . However, in 
spite of these li"Uitations, this series was judged to be the best measure 
available of prices paid by farmers for items of living . United States 
Department of Agriculture, Ha,jor Statistical Series of the U. S . Depart
ment of Agriculture, Agriculture Handbook No. 118, Volume 1, 11Acricul
tural Prices and Parity11 , pp 40-43, 58-59 . 
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A net income concept was used in this analysis . It was defined as cash 

farm income, labor f:a r11 ings off tho farm, earninGs on invest'!lents, and 

eifts, less fa!"1 and business t:X.penscs, interest, and income taxes . 

Ideally, inventory chanees and depreciati on should have bt::en included 

in income and capital expenditures should have been considered separately 

fro'!l current expenses . However, data limitations prcve;nted these r efine-

ments . 

Fa"'lily livin[ expenditurE:s \·1crc obtained by totalinf the expense 

categories as they appearud on the account summaries . Tlh,sc categories 

included food, operating expense, shelter, clotting, personal, and general . 

There is some disap,reement among students of this area as to whether life 

insurance is an invest~ent or a p~ ment for protection . For this analysis 

all premiums below .;;200 \·rere treated as payments for protE.ction . Premiums 

in excess of $200 were included as invcstP'lents • .1.2/ 

In working with groups there is always the possibility that the grouped 

data will cover up as ~uch cvi dcncu as it r~veals . To attc'!lpc to overco'!le 

this difficulty thl: fal'Jlilies \·10re di vidcd into strata . Thl. farrtiles were 

ranked by income, living expcndiLuros, and savings . Five of th..; families 

ranked ne c. r the top in all three caLegories . These fa-ii.lies were identified 

as the hieh income--hi eh saving group . The s0cond group, identified as 

the moderate incomG savers group, ranked just bel ow th~ first five on 

savine;s, e.nd were scattered throughout the lower two- thirds of th\, rankings 

J.J./ The arbitrC1.ry figur"' of ·~;200 was selected Lecause it was approximately 
the minimum average of life insurance pre-niurns for th(; Illinois account 
l<"-epers for any post- war year . '1'hc, lowest average was .)201 in 1949 . Due, 
Jean Uann, Illinois Family Incomes and Expenditur1;;s , 1960, op . cit . , 
pp 40-41 . 
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for income: and livine expenditures . The third group was also scattered 

throughout the lower two- thirds of the income and expenditures rankines, 

but had very low or n t-gati ve savings for the 12 year period . This group 

was called the moderate income non-s8vers group . Two families, whose 

i ncome and savi ngs patterns were not similar to thosu of any of the groups, 

were omitted from the subsorts . 'l'hc mean valu.:- s of the characteristics 

of the sample and strata arc sum··11arized in Table I . 

'i'able I. 11..:an Values for Characteristics 
of the Sample and Strata. 

Group 

All families 

High Income-
High Saving 

!foderate Income 
Savers 

tfoderate Income 
Non-Savers 

No . of Net 
Fa-Lilies Inco;11e 

19 $4703 

5 8404 

5 3586 

7 3232 

Mean llalucs 
Fa"'lily Savings 
Living 

Expense 

$4167 $529 

5805 2484 

2996 540 

3525 -324 

Years No. in 
Harried House-

( 1949) hold 

13 .3 3.95 

19 .6 3.58 

9.2 3 ,42 

13 .J 4.30 

The high income-- righ savings group was made up entirely of the older , 

well- established families . Age, as measured by years of 111arriage, ranged 

from 17 to 22 years at the beginnine of the period . Mean incomes, ranging 

from $5, 101 to $14, 131, were all above any fa"'lilies i ncluded i n th~ older 

two strata . 

\Jith the exception of one f a"llily, all the families in the moderate 

income savers strata were youncer fa1nilies . This family had four children, 

r anging from 9 to 18 years of age at the beginning of the period which may 

account for its econo~ic behavior pattern being similar to that of the 
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younger families . !fean inco111us in this group ranged fro~ ~2, 675 to $4, 145 . 

The moderate income non- savers strata contained f a-rtilies fro"ll the 

entire range of the age span. Incomes rang0d from $2,675 to ~4,338 . The 

average number of persons in the households \;as somewhat higher t han for the 

other two groups, with all families in th0 P,roup havine a larger number 

than the other two group "lleans . 

C'ne effect of making subsorts from the sample was to re-'lovc some of 

t he variation in the: permanent component of income . Separating the high 

income farnilies from thE- rest of the sample loft groups of families whose 

permanent income components were more nearly equal . A lareer proportion 

of income variance within the group was due to the transitory component 

as contrast to the entire sa111ple . 

EHPIRICAL RESULTS 

The coefficients e:sti~ated fo r the entir e sampl e and for the strata 

and their standard errors are summarized in Table II . Since the equations 

were esti·i.at(;;d in the logarith111ic foM these coefficients ci re the elasticiti es 

of response o; family living expenditures with respect to thv independent 

variables . 'l'he avcra ·c aml rnar.~inal cxpendiwn.:s are surn"lla.rizcd in Table III . 

ri'hese results show that e:xpcndituros f or family livine, in i:,his sa'llple, 

responded to the hypothesized causal variable:s . 'l'hey also indiccite that 

the responses varied among the: different groups . 

The esti1ates from the model are: consistent wii:.h the hypothesis that 

farm families will, in colloquial laneuage, "tighten their belts" when 

necessary to meet current obligations . The relationship between the groups, 

in addition to the statistical tests of s ignificancc, give credulity to 
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':!.'able II. Coefficients of Family Living Expenditure Equation 

-- · - ·---

Group Income No . Years No. Persons Price R2 
Jfarric-d in House-

hold 

All Families . 2776 .3 181 .3059 1..2810 .348 
( .0644) ( .0506) ( .0663) (.4803) 

High Income . 2128 - . 1557 . 2996 2 . 5157 . 407 
High Saving ( .0787) ( . 2091) ( . 0721) ( .7668) 

Hoderate .3991 . 1516 . 3418 2 . 0435 ,370 
Income Savers ( . 2289) ( . 0731) ( .0942) ( . 8218) 

tfoderate . 1006 . 0628 . 0250 2 . 9980 . 236 
Income Non- ( .0953) ( . 0843) ( . 1813) ( .7067) 
Savers 

Table III . Family Living Jiixpenditures Rel ated to 
Independent Variables at Group Means 

Expenditures Expenditures Expenditures 
Per Dollar Per Person in Per Year 

Group Income Household Uarried 
Average Marginal Average T1arginal Marginal 

All Families $ . 887 $ . 246 ~1055 $ 324 $ 668 

High Income 
High Saving . 692 • 148 1620 486 - 345 

Moderate 
Income Savers . 835 .333 877 300 289 

Moderate 
Income Non-
Savers 1 . 097 . 110 820 25 110 
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these estimates . The hieh inco~e group, as point0d out previcusly, was 

composed of older families who had little reason to curtail their consump

tion in response to temporary income changes . The moderate income group 

had an income elasticity of fa"lily livinG expenditures nearly twice as 

high as the high income group . '!'his group was composed of youneer famili es 

who did not have the financial roservc..s of the older group . It is quite 

likely that data on the first group of fa'Itili~s, from a similar stage of 

their family cycle, would have given similar estimates . 1he families in 

the moderate income savors group appear to have felt a need to adjust 

their living l evel to income that the familit.:s in the f1igh income eroup 

did not feel . 'l'hcy also appear to have had a desire Lo save that was not 

shared by the families in tho non- savers group . 

The moderate income savers group had been spending about 84% of its 

income for family living G.Xpenditures . 'lhe datci indicate that thc..se 

families would curtail consumption expenditures by 33 cents for each 

dollar that income fell short of t he mean . fhe high i ncome families who 

had been spending less than ?CJ/, of their net income for consumption, changed 

consumpti on expenditures by only 15 cents for each one dollar channe in 

income, while tho non-savers group ~ade no sienifican~ change in living 

expenditures in response to income changos . All o· th~ familius in the 

sample had bven spending an average.. of 89% of their income for consumption, 

and adjusted this spendinB by an ~veraGe of 25 cents for each one dollar 

change in income . 

The righ income : roup families spent the mos t per person in the house

hold, and increased or decreased thoir expenditure the most with tho addition 
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or subtraction of a person to or from the household . The moderate income 

savers group spent about 54% as much, on the average, per m~mbcr in the 

household, but their adjustment for a marginal member was a bout 6ZJ, of 

the adjustment for the high income groun . The non- savers group, while 

spending nearly the same as th~ moderate inco~e savers group per person, 

made practically no adjustment for more: or fewer family m8mbers . 

The coefficients for number of years :"!larriC;d show a patt1;;rn that 

might be expected from a priori reasoning . For the sample, th(.; data 

indicated that expenditures increast;d annually for tho younger familie~ 

and decreased for the older famili es . Tho older families had reached a 

stage at the time the data was g eneratod when th~ir f alllilies were maturing 

and their children leaving home . The younccr f arnilics were generating 

data during a stage when their children were growing into tho more expensive 

high school and colle3e y ears . 

For all three subsorts, the coefficient for th~ price variabl~ was 

far in excess of the exp~ctod value of one, and highly significant . One 

possille mcplanation for this is that the pricv variabl e workvd as a trend 

variabl e in the estimating e:quation . It was so hichly corrulatcd with some 

relevant variable omitted from th1,; model Lhat it pickvd up th0 effects of 

the unknown variable or variables . In tho 11all familic.-s 11 equation, the 

coefficient for number of years married was much l arger than for th~ other 

three groups, while tho coefficient for price: was ncnr tht... cxpccte;d value . 

'l'his may have been .caused by the ycc? rs 'Jlarried variable, with th\,; entire 

range of ages, acting as th~ trend variable and pickine up tht... Gff ccts of 

the omitt ed variables . 
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A second hypothesis which might explain the l argo coefficients for 

price is that the variable worked as an expectations variable . The period 

of the data followed a relatively long period of rising prices . By this 

t i me people accepted rising prices as a signal for additional prico increases . 

Therefore, as prices increased they purchased more for future consumption . 

The adjustments for yePrs married app8ar unreasonably large (absolute 

value) . If these adjustments were projected for a few years, they would 

require the family to move into an ~ntirely different income category or 

to an entirely different lvvel of living status . 

SU1UtARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

For mos t farm fai'lilies expenditures for family living purposes are to 

some degree in competition with expenditures for production expenses, capital 

investment, and debt repayment . Often these latter expenditures vary rela

tively little while farm income may fluctuate rather widely . The willingness 

and ability of a farm fa'n.ily to adjust its living expenses in response to 

inco~e changes increases its ability to meet fixed financial obligations . 

Data from Hom~ Account Record Summaries from 19 Illinois farm families 

covering a 12 year period were analyzed to estimate the amount that these 

families varied their living expenditures in response t o income fluctuat i ons . 

The estimates were made in a ~ultivariat0 rogr0ssion model estimated in 

logarithms . Separate estimates were made for subsorts of the sample based 

on income level and saving patterns . The model included tho age of the 

family, the number of family members, and prices in addition to income, 

as dependent variables . 
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The analysis indicated that, for the families in the samplo, the 

variatles tested had significant effects on family living expenditures, 

and that these effects varied among the different groups of families . 

The elasticity of response of family living expenditures to changes in 

net income varied from not significantly diffurent from z e::ro to as high 

as 0 .4 . Living expenses increasod with number of years married for the 

group of younger families and decreased for the group of older families . 

The coefficients for the number of family mcmb~rs were noarly equal for 

the sample as a whole and for two of the strata, and not significantly 

different from zero for the third strata . 

The ability of farm families to adjust their living expenditures to 

variable income substantially increases their ability to meet rigid, 

contractual obligations . In an analysis of an Indiana dairy- hog farm 

exnmple, the variance of the annual amounts availablv for debt service 

and repayment was slightly loss than 4(Jf, of the varianco of annual incomes . 

This reduction in variance was effected through varying family living 

expenditures and capital maintenance expenses in response to income fluc 

tuations ,2!2/ As the size of th0 f nrm is increased so that family living 

expenditures become a smaller proportion of total farm income, the 

damping effect of family living expenditures becomes proportionately less . 

The competition between living expenditures and capital accumulation 

can be illustrated by the size of debt a farm family can service and .repay 

with different levels of living expenditures . With a moderate level of 

J]/ Wehrly, James S . , Debt Load Capacity of Farms, Unpublished Ph .D. 
Thesis , Purdue University, 1962 . 
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living, a family could service and repay a debt that would pay for 46% 

of a dairy-hog farm that required an investment of $70,000. If the family 

were able and willing to reduce its living expenditures by 2(1/,, it could 

service and repay a debt that would pay for 62!/o of the same business . 

The comparable figures for a farm busin0ss 50% larger are 56% and 68% . 

These larger debts could be serviced with little increase of risk of 

default under conditions of weather and price variability similar t o those 

prevailing from 1949 through 1959 .~ 

The factor of increasing living expenditures as a family becomes 

more mature suggests that for some farmers debt amortization plans that 

cal l for equal payments throughout the life of the loan may not be the 

most desirable plans . Unless a farmer can expect increasing productivity 

over tho years, or an incr0asing amount of family l abor that can be utilized 

in the farm business, he might do well to consider an amortization plan 

that permits declining payments with passing years . 

kl/ Ibid . 


